
RIC®

The Remote Intelligent Control (RIC®) system is an advanced technology control system available on many of our luminaries. 
The luminaires have an integrated PIR available with a choice of detection angles, this integration negates additional wiring to 
remote sensors and allows for extremely versatile installations, especially where RIC luminaires are used in conjunction with 
slaved DALI luminaires.

Operating parameters are highly customisable as each RIC luminaire (or luminaire cluster) is addressable using an infra-red 
programming handset. This allows the client to fine tune one or all of the systems varied features to their unique application - 
features including: presence detection, lux level sensing, dynamic daylight compensation, zoning & scene setting.

Capitalising upon the above core features this market leading system ensures the correct amount of light as and when 
required, in turn delivering significant energy savings.

The RIC system is compatible with Plug & Connect rapid installation options.

Prolonged absence in cluster 
areas - luminaires remain off

Emergency provisions 
integrated into RIC 
clusters

Presence detection and time delays manage 
corridor lighting requirements (for further 
details see presence detection overleaf)

Occupation detected with no daylight 
- Luminaires maintain 100% output

Occupation detected with limited 
daylight - luminaires maintain higher 
output, constant lux level and uniformity

Occupation detected with high levels of light 
ingress - luminaires dim dynamically to 
maintain constant lux level and uniformity

Luminaire with integrated RIC sensor

Luminaire output dimmed <10%

Luminaire output dimmed 10-75%

Luminaire output dimmed 100-75%

No presence - luminaire off 

Luminaire has integral 3 hour emergency

Master/slave connection
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RIC®

A passive infra-red (PIR) sensor is used to detect movement in a given space. Upon detection of presence the RIC® system 
will turn the luminaire(s) on. Within the RIC® system the luminaire(s) can be configured to dim or turn off following a pre-
determined period of absence.

No occupancy detected 
therefore luminaires remain 
off or dimmed to pre-set 
output.

Medium distribution (MD)
2.8 metre ceiling

Wide distribution (WD)
2.8 metre ceiling

Occupancy detected - 
luminaires illuminate 
corridor to a pre-set lux 
level (output adjusted in 
accordance with daylight 
ingress).

The remote control can 
easily program all RIC® 
sensors. This feature can be 
saved and duplicated quickly 
and easily to the remaining 
sensors requiring the same 
lux levels.

The compact infrared 
handset can be used for 
the basic programming of 
luminaires that incorporate 
RIC controls.

The RIC® sensor is 
integrated within the 
luminaire. This enables the 
luminaire to work in either a 
master or a slave (controlled 
by master).

The RIC® sensor is suitable 
for controlling independant 
or multiple slave luminaires.

Following prolonged absence, 
the luminaires can be either:
• Switched off
• Dimmed to a pre-set level
• Dimmed for a pre-set 
period before switching off 

5m

2.8m

7m

2.8m

Sensors Specification

Product Images

Presence Detection

When specifying the RIC® system, refer to the 
relevant luminaire datasheet and order as follows:

1. For master RIC luminaires suffix: 
    /RIC-MD (medium distribution) or
    /RIC-WD (wide distribution) 

2. For slave luminaires suffix:
    /DD (DALI) 

E.g. Airco recessed modular with RIC master and three slaves:

1 Quantity: 45-131-001-401/RIC

3 Quantity: 45-131-001-401/DD
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